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As part of CBOE’s plan for an enhanced market model (as described in IC03-157), the Exchange intends 
to provide access to competing, electronic Remote Market Makers (“RMMs”) who would stream quotes 
into the Exchange from remote locations, adding to the liquidity base currently provided by in-crowd 
Market Makers (“ICMs”). As proposed, the Equity Market Performance Committee (“EMPC”) would 
oversee the RMM appointment process, which would be very similar to the existing Market Maker 
appointment process.  The Exchange intends to submit rules regarding this initiative to the Securities and 
Exchange Commission.  Implementation of the RMM program is subject to regulatory approval. 
     
CBOE proposes to allow RMMs to stream quotes into hybrid classes that currently trade in a single 
physical trading crowd, or alternatively, into classes that will comprise new, “virtual” trading crowds, as 
described below.  All RMMs would be required to own or lease memberships (CBOE or CBOT 
exercised) commensurate with the number of classes they wish to quote and the means they select to do 
so.  RMMs would be allowed to stream quotes into one physical trading crowd for each membership 
owned or leased, and RMMs holding at least five memberships would be allowed to stream quotes into 
virtual trading crowds.   
 
Virtual Trading Crowds 
 
As proposed, virtual crowds initially would be created using the top 600 option classes (based on a 3-
month average daily volume).  These option classes would be ranked according to volume in descending 
order and then separated into five Tiers of 120 classes each. Tier A would consist of classes 1-120, Tier B 
would consist of classes 121-240, Tier C would consist of classes 241-360, Tier D would consist of 
classes 361-480 and Tier E would consist of classes 481-600.  Each Tier would be further subdivided into 
12 bins consisting of 10 classes each.  
 
These ten-class bins would be structured such that for each of the bins in any given Tier, each ten-class 
bin would have approximately the same combined average daily trading volume.  Virtual crowd RMMs 
would be allowed to create their own virtual trading crowds of 50 classes each by selecting as their 
appointment one bin from each volume Tier.  The minimum appointment for quoting as an RMM in 
virtual trading crowds would be set at 100 classes (two virtual crowds of five bins each).  A membership 
will be required for each 20 classes.  Therefore, RMMs quoting in virtual crowds would require a 
minimum of five memberships.   
 
 
 



The composition of the bins would be evaluated and adjusted quarterly by the EMPC.  Adjustments to 
bins would occur when an option class falls out of the top 600 option classes or moves into the top 600 
option classes, as measured by a rolling 3 month average daily volume.  These adjustments would be 
made on a first out, first in basis.  The EMPC would be delegated the authority to add an option class to a 
bin on an intra-quarter basis when merited by either a significant increase in trading volume, an option 
class merger, takeover or spin-off.  RMMs would be notified in advance of all bin adjustments, and would 
be given adequate opportunity to reduce open positions if necessary.   
 
Please note that, initially, Hybrid 2.0 will be able to support approximately 25 entities streaming quotes 
into each class.   
 
A series of memoranda describing RMM registration, appointments, and obligations will be distributed in 
the near future.  For more information regarding the bin configuration or the RMM application processes, 
members should refer to Information Circular IC03-157 or contact Daniel Hustad at (312-786-7715). 
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